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Rapid Deployment 
Operation Urgent Fury -  

 

Background: 

Last week incident at the refinery have revealed that northern Takistan isn’t that safe as the Intel first 

suggested. In order to track down the enemy the perimeter around the airfield need to be secured. 

Nagara used to be a stronghold for the Talibans and days of UAV monitoring haven’t lead to any real 

proof that the Taliban is operating there but reports from other areas suggest the talibans are 

transporting weapons to former strongholds using civilian cars and cloths. Command wants all ammo 

stashes to be found and taken care of before the civilian population take up arms. 

Mission: 

Papa Whisky is to conduct patrol in Nagara including a house to house search for weapons. The 

mission is rated as high risk. Papa whisky is authorized to engage and counter attack enemy, with 

that said this is still a hearts and mind operation and the people of Nagara should be respected. 

Enemy: 

The uprising started a few months with an increase in terror bombings but during the last days the 

Americans have been in several gunfights was the insurgents don’t seem to retreat despite 

outnumbered. Heavier and more modern weapons have been noticed.  

Last week there riots in several cities as well at the oil refinery in which a few Taliban fighters 

launched an attack. These types of attacks are getting more frequent and seem to be escalating.  

 

Friendly forces: 

Papa Whisky has artillery support as always but take care to avoid collateral damage. Due to the 

shooting of Alpha Whisky’s squad leader the Swedish government have airlifted in a new Skeldar 

UAV. The platoon leader is asked to assign one soldier from his platoon that will receive a crash 

course as a UAV Operator. In case of wounded you are assigned to the US field hospital located at 

the base.  

 


